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DOES VALUE‐ADDED WORK BETTER IN ELEMENTARY THAN IN SECONDARY GRADES?

SUMMARY







The vast majority of research on value‐added measures focuses on elementary schools;
value‐added measures for middle and high school teachers pose particular challenges.
Middle and high schools often “track” students in ways that affect the validity of value‐
added.
Student tracking in middle and high schools calls into question the validity of methods
typically used to create value‐added measures.
The validity of secondary‐level value‐added measures can be improved by directly
accounting for tracks and specific courses, although this may not completely solve the
problem.
Middle and high school teachers have more students, and this factor increases reliability,
but it is offset by other factors that reduce reliability at those grade levels.
End‐of‐course exams, which are becoming more common in high school, have both
advantages and disadvantages for estimating value‐added.

INTRODUCTION
There is a growing body of research on the validity and reliability of value‐added measures, but
most of this research has focused on elementary grades. This is because, in some respects,
elementary grades represent the “best‐case” scenario for using value‐added. Value‐added
measures require annual testing and, in most states, students are tested every year in
elementary and middle school (grades 3‐8), but in only one year in high school. Also, a large
share of elementary students spend almost all their instructional time with one teacher, so it is
easier to attribute learning in math and reading to that teacher.1
Driven by several federal initiatives such as Race to the Top, Teacher Incentive Fund, and ESEA
waivers, however, many states have incorporated value‐added measures into the evaluations
not only of elementary teachers but of middle and high school teachers as well. Almost all states
have committed to one of the two Common Core assessments that will test annually in high
school, and there is little doubt that value‐added will be expanded to the grades in which the
new assessments are introduced.2 In order to assess value‐added and the validity and reliability
of value‐added measures, it is important to consider the significant differences across grades in
the ways teachers’ work and students’ time are organized.
As we describe below, the evidence shows that there are differences in the validity of value‐
added measures across grades for two primary reasons. First, middle and high schools “track”
students; that is, students are assigned to courses based on prior academic performance or
other student characteristics. Tracking not only changes our ability to account for differences in
the students who teachers educate, but also the degree to which the curriculum aligns with the
tests. Second, the structure of schooling and testing vary considerably by grade level in ways
that affect reliability in sometimes unexpected ways. The problems are partly correctable, but,
as we show, more research is necessary to understand how problematic existing measures are
and how they might be improved.
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT HOW TEACHER VALUE‐ADDED MEASURES
WORK IN DIFFERENT GRADES AND SUBJECTS?
We begin by discussing differences in validity across grades and follow with somewhat briefer
discussions of reliability across grades. Validity refers to the degree to which something
measures what it claims to measure, at least on average. Reliability refers to the degree to
which the measure is consistent when repeated. A measure could be valid on average, but
inconsistent when repeated, meaning it isn’t very reliable. Conversely, a measure could be
highly reliable but invalid—that is, it could consistently provide the same invalid information.
Validity of Value‐Added Measures Across Grade Levels
Students and teachers are assigned to classrooms differently in elementary schools than in
middle and high schools. In elementary schools, it is common for principals to create similar
classrooms (e.g., with similar numbers of low‐performing and special needs students).3 Other
elementary principals identify student needs and try to match them to teachers who have the
skills to meet those needs. Principals may also take into account parental requests, so that
students with more academically demanding parents get assigned to teachers with the best
reputations. Either of these last two forms of assignment—those based on student needs and
those based on parental requests—has the potential to reduce the validity of value‐added
measures.4 Sometimes called “selection bias,” the problem is that student needs and parental
resources are never directly accounted for in value‐added measures, even though they might
affect student learning and therefore reduce validity of teacher value‐added estimates.
Based on a series of experiments,5 simulation studies,6 and statistical tests,7 elementary school
value‐added models do seem to address the selection bias problem well, on average. This last
caveat is important. It is extremely difficult to provide strong evidence of validity for each
teacher’s value‐added. Instead, prior studies are really examining whether selection bias
averages out for whole groups of teachers.8
Students in middle and high schools, on the other hand, are not assigned to or “selected” for
classes in the same way they usually are in elementary schools. Rather, students with low test
scores and grades and certain other characteristics are generally tracked into remedial courses,
and those with stronger academic backgrounds are tracked into advanced courses. Minority and
low‐income students are also more likely to end up in lower tracks. These decisions might not be
driven by strict rules or requirements, but they reflect strong patterns. In our analyses of Florida
data, 37 percent of the variation in students’ middle school course tracks can be explained by a
combination of their prior test scores, race/ethnicity, and family income.9
Tracking creates two potential problems for value‐added. First, the academic content of the
courses differs. This means that the material covered in each course aligns to the test in
different ways. Tests are designed to align with state proficiency standards10, which in many
states require a fairly low level of academic skill.11 For this reason, we would expect the test to
align better with lower or middle tracks, implying that teachers in these tracks have an easier
time showing achievement gains—and therefore higher value‐added. This prediction is
reinforced by evidence of “ceiling effects” in standardized tests; students in the upper tracks, as
described above, are likely to have higher scores and to hit the ceiling with little growth.12 The
direction and magnitude of these influences depends, of course, on the test and no doubt varies
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by state. Those states with low proficiency bars are probably more likely to have tests that align
better with the remedial courses.
This disadvantage to teaching in the upper track, however, is apparently offset by an apparently
larger advantage. That is, upper track students seem to have unobserved traits that make them
likely to achieve larger achievement gains. This is what we would predict based on which
parents tend to push hardest to get their children into upper track courses. Parents who press
for more challenging academic courses probably also press their children to work harder, do
their homework, and so on—generating higher achievement. We cannot observe these
parental activities, so they could get falsely attributed to teachers in upper tracks.
The net effect is unclear. The curriculum‐test misalignment places upper‐track teachers at a
disadvantage because of the misalignment between the test and course content, but this might
be offset by the advantage of having students who are likely to make achievement gains for
reasons having nothing to do with the teacher. Below, we report results of data analyses that
shed more light on the issues created for value‐added measures by tracking.
Analyses of Florida Secondary Schools. We estimated teacher value‐added ignoring students’
tracks and courses, as is typically done, and then we re‐estimated with track/course effects.13 In
middle schools, our estimates suggest that for a teacher with all lower track courses, ignoring
tracks would reduce measured value‐added from the 50th to the 30th percentile. Only about 25‐
50 percent of teachers remain in the same performance quartile when we add information
about the tracks.
One might wonder whether these effects exist because more effective teachers end up in
upper‐track courses. We addressed this possibility by analyzing teachers who taught both lower‐
and upper‐track courses and comparing value‐added in each course type for the same teacher.14
Teachers had higher value‐added when they taught the upper‐track classes, compared with the
same teachers teaching lower tracks. These results could actually understate the role of tracks
because the information available about tracks might not always be accurate.15 For this report,
we extended the analysis to Florida high schools where a similar number, 33 to 45 percent,
would be in the wrong group without tracks.
Analyses from North Carolina and End‐of‐Course Exams. If tracking is a problem in estimating
value‐added, we would expect the variation in high school teacher value‐added to drop when
we account for tracks; that is, when we ignore tracks and courses, some teachers end up with
value‐added that is too high because they teach many upper‐track courses, and vice versa in the
lower track. So accounting for tracks pulls these teachers back to the middle and reduces
variation.
A recent report using data from North Carolina confirms this.16 The variation in teacher value‐
added in high school is 33 percent lower when adding track coefficients. That is, some teachers
have extremely low value‐added simply because they teach more lower‐track courses, and other
teachers have high value‐added because they teach upper‐track courses. This does not prove
that tracking is the problem, but the evidence is consistent with that interpretation.
The study goes further and considers how well current value‐added predicts future value‐added
across grade levels. Several researchers have argued that this predictive validity of value‐added
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is an important sign of the measure’s validity for making long‐term employment decisions. We
would hope, for example, that the measures used to make teacher tenure decisions are good
predictors of how teachers will perform in the years after they receive tenure. The North
Carolina study finds that even the course‐adjusted value‐added measure is a worse predictor of
future value‐added in high schools than in elementary schools, even after accounting for
tracking.17 This suggests that adjusting value‐added measures in this way does not eliminate the
concern that tracking reduces validity and/or that there might be other problems in estimating
high school value‐added.18
The differences in state testing regimes are also noteworthy. In theory, high school value‐added
measures should have higher validity in North Carolina because that state uses end‐of‐course
exams, which should be better aligned to the curriculum than the single generic subject test in
Florida. However, recall that the advantage for higher‐track teachers from omitting tracks may
offset the disadvantage to those same teachers from test misalignment (e.g., test ceilings).
Paradoxically, this means better test alignment could actually make the validity or selection bias
problem worse because one no longer offsets the other. This would give the upper‐track
teachers an even greater advantage. While it is in some ways helpful that the two problems
cancel out, it places us in the awkward position of having to rely on one mistake to fix the other.
As an analogy, it is like a golfer who accidentally aims too far to the left but still hits the ball in
the fairway because of a slice to the right—the problems cancel out. In this case, fixing only the
slice and not the aim would put the ball to the right of the fairway, making matters worse.
The use of end‐of‐course exams also raises the issue about how well prior achievement scores
account for students’ relevant prior achievement. The purpose of accounting for prior scores is
that they can tell us where students started at the beginning of the school year, but the content
of prior courses is so different in high school that it’s unclear how informative the prior score
really is. For example, few students have learned anything about physics before they take a
physics course. However, accounting for prior math, science, and other scores is still important
because those scores adjust for general cognitive and study skills that also influence subsequent
scores.19
The ability of prior courses to account for sorting across grade levels is therefore unclear, but
there are good reasons to think that having good alignment between this year’s test and this
year’s content is more important than having good alignment between this year’s test and last
year’s test. As further evidence of this, we estimated value‐added to math scores in middle
schools controlling only for prior reading scores—prior math scores were ignored. We then
compared these new value‐added estimates with the more typical ones where prior math is
accounted for. The correlation between the two is high at 0.84.20
Other Evidence and Summary about Validity Issues. The well‐known Measures of Effective
Teaching (MET) project funded by the Gates Foundation reports results from experiments that
also address the validity of value‐added at the middle and high school levels. They randomly
assigned teachers to classrooms in middle school as well as 9th grade. However, there was
apparently no data about the tracks teachers taught or whether random assignment occurred
only within tracks. Given the directions provided to principals, it seems likely that most
assignments were within a track, but we cannot know for sure because tracking data was
generally not available in MET, so this study is not informative about the role of tracks in value‐
added estimation.21
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Overall, the evidence from the above studies suggests that ignoring tracks will reduce validity
substantially in middle and high school, and even accounting for tracks may not solve the
problem. This also reinforces the general problem of comparing teacher performance in
different instructional contexts.22
Reliability of Value‐Added Measures Across Grade Levels
There may be trade‐offs between validity and reliability in evaluating value‐added measures.23
Below, I consider the reliability of value‐added by grade and then illustrate those trade‐offs.
There are many sources of random error in value‐added estimates: standardized tests have
measurement error, some students are sick at test‐taking time, and the students assigned to
teachers in any given year vary in essentially random ways. This helps to explain why teacher
value‐added measures are somewhat unstable over time. It also explains why researchers and
value‐added vendors typically report “confidence intervals” for value‐added measures that help
quantify the role of random error and the uncertainty this creates about teachers’ “true” value‐
added.24
One of the key factors affecting confidence intervals is the sample size—the larger the number
of students assigned to each teacher, the smaller the confidence interval. The fact that
elementary students are assigned to only one teacher means that we can probably attribute
that student’s learning to that teacher, but the trade‐off is that these elementary teachers have
fewer students assigned to them, and this will tend to reduce reliability.
The larger number of students per teacher at the secondary level does not necessarily mean,
however, that reliability is better. This is because reliability depends on error variance relative
to the variance in the value‐added estimates.25 To take a sports analogy, suppose that we had
very precise estimates of the performance of ten baseball players, but that every player was
almost equally effective and therefore had almost identical batting averages. In this situation,
the variance in true performance is very small, so even very precise estimates of batting
averages (after lots of games) will make it hard to distinguish the best from the worst players—
the estimates will be unreliable even after each player has hundreds of at‐bats. Conversely, if
half the players had high batting averages and the other half had no hits at all, then we could
reliably identify the low‐performers after a week’s worth of games. The confidence intervals
would be wide in that case, but it wouldn’t matter because the differences in true performance
are so large.
In this case, having more students reduces random error among middle school teachers, but, as
the baseball analogy suggests, this does not increase reliability. Estimates by Daniel McCaffrey
using MET project data show that there is almost no relationship between grade level and
reliability—reliability may actually be worse in higher grades.
Why might that be? Is there greater variance in teacher effectiveness at the elementary level?
Is random error lower at the elementary level? Or both? One plausible explanation is that
middle school teachers each teach a wider range of students each year than do elementary
teachers. This is plausible because our calculations in Florida suggest that most teachers work in
multiple tracks. If value‐added estimates do not fully account for unobservable differences in
students, then we would expect to see this pattern—the variance in teacher value‐added is
greater at the elementary level perhaps because of biased estimates.26 Differences in random
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error could also explain lower reliability in middle schools if the reliability of the tests is lower,
which would offset the advantage of having more students.
The calculations by McCaffrey provide some support for both interpretations. Compared with
the elementary schools in his sample, the variance in teacher value‐added is lower in middle
schools and random error is higher. So, the advantage of having more students per teacher is
offset by other factors that reduce reliability in middle school.

WHAT MORE NEEDS TO BE KNOWN ON THIS ISSUE?
The above evidence strongly suggests that accounting for course tracks is important to obtaining
valid value‐added estimates in middle and high school, but we do not yet know how well this
solves the problem. We estimate value‐added by accounting for prior achievement, but a key
implication of our tracking argument is that prior achievement is affected by prior tracks. This
creates a complex role for tracks that might not be easily captured by simply adding track
variables to the value‐added model.27 We therefore cannot presume that accounting for the
tracks is sufficient, and the North Carolina study reinforces this conclusion.28
It would also be useful to know how this issue affects teachers in schools that use non‐standard
courses. We focused on algebra and geometry and excluded courses like “Liberal Arts
Mathematics” and “Applied Mathematics” that also showed up in the data. These courses are
likely to align even less well with the tested content because, by definition, they are courses that
are outside the norm. The teachers of these courses could be at a significant disadvantage in
their performance ratings.
In addition, while we have learned a great deal about elementary teacher value‐added from
experiments and simulation evidence, we need to apply those same methods to address the
particular threats to validity in middle and high schools. The MET project provides some
experimental evidence in middle school, although simulation and other tests have been limited
to elementary grades.

WHAT CAN'T BE RESOLVED BY EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON THIS ISSUE?
While the evidence described here provides a sense of the empirical problems that arise across
grades and subjects, there is a larger question about how well the tests capture what we want
students to learn and be able to do—and how this varies across grades. For example, creativity
might be a skill that could be developed more easily in early grades, but creativity is hard to
measure. So, in that case, the validity problems in early grades would be even worse than in
later grades. The statistical issues are therefore intertwined with the philosophical ones about
what we want students to learn.

HOW, AND UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES, DOES THIS ISSUE IMPACT THE
DECISIONS AND ACTIONS THAT DISTRICTS MAKE ON TEACHER
EVALUATIONS?
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This evidence also informs the use of value‐added measures in (potentially) high‐stakes
decisions. For the sake of simplicity and perceived fairness, it is desirable to have a common
standard that applies to all grades—or really to all teachers. However, if the validity and
reliability vary, not to mention the ways in which test scores align with the desired goals, then
treating teachers equitably may require using value‐added unequally across grades. As I have
written elsewhere, the stakes attached to any measure should be inversely proportional to the
measure’s validity and reliability.29 It appears that we may not be able to follow that rule and
simultaneously use value‐added the same way for all teachers, especially across elementary and
secondary grades.
Given that the properties of value‐added measures differ across grades and subjects,
policymakers should consider using different methods for calculating and using value‐added in
different grades and subjects. In particular, in middle and high school, it is essential to account
for the tracks and courses that teachers are assigned to when calculating value‐added.
Since value‐added seems to work differently across grades, this raises the question: How do we
handle teachers who teach multiple grades? Fundamentally, the issues raised here do not
change the answer to this question. Comparisons across grades have always been complicated
by the fact that the tests differ across grades and the various approaches to combining them
involve some sort of weighted average, or composite, that takes into account differences in the
test scale across grades.30 That basic solution is also reasonable for handling the additional
complication of tracking. The key is to first get the estimation right at each grade level, perhaps
by accounting for tracks. That is, we have to get the estimates right for each track and grade
level before creating composite value‐added measures for each teacher.31
It might also be tempting to reduce tracking or assign each teacher an equal mix of low‐ and
high‐track courses to easier accommodate value‐added measures, but this is the proverbial “tail
wagging the dog” problem. Changes in school organization and instruction should be made with
caution and attention to effective instructional practice—not so that we can have better value‐
added measures.32
The implications of tracking are missed in the vast majority of value‐added estimates now being
used. This means that, even setting aside other issues with the measures, current standard
value‐added measures for teachers who concentrate their work in particular tracks in middle
and high schools will suffer from validity concerns. As with many of the problems with value‐
added, this one can be addressed with better data collection efforts and careful attention to
how the measures are created. Accounting for tracks would almost certainly improve the
measures, but future research will be required to determine how well this solution works in
practice.
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